Luxembourg

Junior Tax Compliance (M/F) -Job based
in Luxembourg

Our dedicated professionals assist our clients during all stages of the
compliance process, tackling complex tax issues and exploring taxplanning opportunities that may optimise their business. Our clients
are multinational groups as well as Luxembourg entities with a diverse
range of activities.
Challenging job opportunities are available within our Tax Compliance
department. Ready to take on new challenges in a dynamic and
multicultural environment?
What is it about?
As a young graduate within our Tax Compliance team, you will:
 Prepare tax returns for Luxembourg companies
 Review tax provisions for our international clients
 Analyse accounting information as well as analyse clients'
annual accounts
 Work on correspondence received from the tax authorities,
circulars, tax opinions, as well as legal research in the tax code
or in double taxation treaties
 Collaborate with our teams of tax specialists and auditors
experienced in tax advice

Who are you?
To be the right fit for this position, you have to:
 Hold a Bachelor’s degree in accounting with a focus in taxation,
or in law with ideally a focus in accounting or taxation
 Be willing to apply your accounting and legal knowledge while
continuing to train yourself in taxation.
 Be organized, flexible and can manage several files at the same
time
 Demonstrate team spirit, dynamism and good interpersonal
skills for your integration and the success within our team.
 Speak fluently French or German and have a good knowledge
of English.
What do we offer?
Get hired as Junior Tax Compliance and you will:
 Work alongside recognized experts
 Be offered a complementary health insurance, conciergerie
services, car leasing possibilities and much more…
 Experience our commitment towards CSR and have the chance
to actively contribute to our daily efforts to have the best
possible impact on our society
 Enjoy and promote diversity in our multicultural teams
What impact will your make?
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